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Abstract. Hearing aid shells (or earmolds) must couple the hearing
aid with the user’s ear. Earmolds have to fit the subject’s outer ear
canal properly to ensure a good performance of the aid. Because of
the great variability in the anatomical pattern of the ear, earmolds are
custom made. At present, an impression of the subject’s ear canal is
taken and used to fabricate the silicon-made mold. The postimpres-
sion activities that typically are performed during the fabrication pro-
cess modify the physical dimensions of the resulting earmold and thus
affect the fit of the product. A novel system for 3-D laser scanning and
mesh reconstruction of the surface of ear canal impressions is pre-
sented. The reconstructed impression can be digitally stored and
passed directly to dedicated CAD 3-D printing machines to model the
silicon earmold and thus achieve the best possible fit. The proposed
system is based on a couple of cameras and a commercial laser for the
surface digitization and on a straightforward algorithm, based on the
deformation of a geometric model, for the reconstruction of the ac-
quired surface. Measurements on objects of well-known geometric
features and dimensions are performed to assess the accuracy and
repeatability levels of this 3-D acquisition system. Robustness to noise
of the proposed reconstruction algorithm is determined by simulations
with a synthetic test surface. Finally, the first measurements
(acquisition+reconstruction) of closed surfaces from ear canal impres-
sions are reported. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1756595]
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1 Introduction
The hearing aid shell~or earmold! couples the sound ampli-
fied by the hearing aid to the eardrum. Proper fitting to the
subject’s ear canal is required to achieve satisfactory wearin
comfort for an extended period of time, retention of the aid in
the ear, reduction in acoustic feedback caused by the leakag
of amplified sound inside the earmold, and to avoid unwanted
electroacoustic changes in the sound produced by the aid. A
these aspects may cause significant discomfort for the user
hearing sounds amplified by the aid.

Because of the great variability in the shape of the ea
canal, the majority~over 80%! of all earmolds are custom
made. To date, the hearing aid shell is industrially fabricated
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as a replica of the impression of the subject’s ear canal
tained by pushing a malleable material into the ear unti
sets. The final silicon-cast hearing aid shell is obtained at
end of a multistep process that includes coating with wax
erase surface imperfections, the production of a reverse im
of the original impression, called investment cast~which re-
produces the contour of the patient’s ear canal!, and pouring
the material that hardens into the final shell.

All these postimpression processes modify the physical
mensions and the shape of the final product and can
affect both wearer comfort and susceptibility to acoustic fe
back. It should be noted that changes in the shape of
earmold can produce significant discomfort to the user. Al
because the shell fabrication process is fully manual, the q
ity of the fit of the final product strictly depends on the skil
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Tognola et al.
of the technician; in other words, the fabrication process can
not be repeated consistently. Additional difficulties in achiev-
ing the optimal fit of earmolds are due to the shrinkage of the
impression material over time. The shrinkage is present a
early as two days after the impression has been taken. For th
reason, the time between the production of the impression an
the fabrication of the earmold has to be very short.

The approach described here may contribute to overcom
ing the drawbacks mentioned. Here, the surface of the origina
ear canal impression is 3-D laser scanned and reconstruct
by means of iterative deformations of a geometric model o
simple shape. Finally, the triangular mesh thus obtained i
smoothed by a nonshrinking low-pass spatial filter, and a fully
digital copy of the impression is obtained. This approach ha
several advantages over the traditional process of manufactu
ing earmolds. It is no longer necessary to use postimpressio
processes because the digitally reconstructed impression c
be fed directly to ad hoc CAD/CAM 3-D printing machines,
thus achieving a better accuracy in obtaining an exact replic
of the ear canal. Also, this kind of digital storage of the im-
pression allows a simple and reliable copy or transmission o
the model.

In this study, a prototype 3-D scanning system is pre-
sented. The physical acquisition system and the surface reco
struction algorithm are described. Measurements on objects o
well-known geometric features and dimensions are performe
to assess the accuracy and repeatability levels of the 3-D a
quisition system. The robustness to noise of the proposed re
construction algorithm is determined by simulation with a
synthetic test surface of a shape and dimension similar to
typical ear canal impression. Finally, the first measurement
~acquisition1reconstruction! of various ear canal impressions
are presented.

2 The 3-D Scanning System
Current scanning technologies include contact scanners bas
on mechanical sensors, and noncontact digitizers based o
optical technology. Optical technology is generally preferred
because it gives a greater flexibility in the digitization of sur-
faces and provides higher resolution and accuracy than me
chanical technology. Optical technology is based mainly on
stereovision or laser triangulation. Scanners based on stere
vision use 2-D images taken from cameras at different view
ing angles to reconstruct the surface of the object. Laser tri
angulation systems usually provide more accurate results wit
less computational cost. In these systems, a laser beam
projected on the object and the light backscattered from th
object is collected by a sensor~a linear array if a laser dot is
used or a CCD camera if laser stripes are projected!. A dedi-
cated circuitry measures the 3-D coordinates of the laser sp
~or all the points along the laser stripe! on the object.

The scanning device proposed here~see Fig. 1! is based on
optical technology composed of a high-quality, but still com-
mercial and low-price helium:neon~He:Ne! laser ~Melles
Griot model 05LHP121, class IIIa, with 2 mW at 633 nm on
a 600-mm spot diameter!, two CCD cameras~MacReflex,
model 170-157 version NP!, and a real-time video processor
~model 170-002 version 5.0!, both developed by Qualisys
~Sweden!. Each camera has 604~H!3294 ~V! picture ele-
ments and a frame rate of 60 Hz. For a more detailed descrip
tion of the scanning equipment, see Ref. 1.
836 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
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The digital cameras and the video processor used here
commercial and common equipment used in biomedical la
ratories and were developed for wireless 3-D capture of m
tion. This equipment can measure the 3-D coordinates o
high-intensity light spot. In motion capture, the light spot
produced indirectly by the reflective light from passive re
roreflective markers that are stroboscopically illuminated
an array of infrared LEDs arranged in ring form around t
lens of the camera unit. Markers are usually made of a co
mon retroreflective material, such as 3M Scotch tape 88
and are attached by double-sided tape to the body of the m
ing subject.

In this study, instead of measuring the 3-D coordinates o
retroreflective passive marker, the Qualisys system was u
to measure the 3-D coordinates of an ‘‘active’’ light spot pr
duced by shining a laser beam over the surface of the obje
be scanned. The surface can thus be entirely digitized
manually sweeping the laser over the object. The follow
subsections give some details~as obtained from the MacRe
flex Reference Manual and from a scientific publication
Qualisys2! on the procedures performed by the Qualisys s
tem to measure the 3-D coordinates of a light spot.

2.1 Measurement of the 3-D Position of the Light Spot
The measurement of 3-D coordinates of the light spot is p
formed in two steps:~1! measurement of the 2-D position o
the light spot on the focal plane of each camera and~2! com-
putation of a single 3-D coordinate from the two couples
2-D positions,(x1 ,y1) and(x2 ,y2), of the laser spot digitized
by the two cameras.

The Qualisys video processor performs some dedica
processing on the picture taken from each camera to find
2-D position of the light spot on the focal plane of the came
The video processor is able to find the light spot in a pictu
that is dark elsewhere. In particular, this is achieved by

Fig. 1 The optoelectronic 3-D laser scanning system used in this
study. Two CCD cameras are put in front of the object to be scanned
(here a model of a human heart). The signal coming from the cameras
is fed to the video processors (not seen in this picture), which in turn
are connected to a personal computer. The object is scanned by
manually sweeping the laser beam over its surface.
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Design of Hearing Aid Shells . . .
use of an electronic shutter and a variable gain. The variabl
gain allows automatic adjustment of the sensitivity of the
camera to match the object with the highest intensity in a way
that leaves all other objects dark. This procedure allows sup
presses undesired reflections and irrelevant light sources. Th
video processor scans the picture processed by the camer
The picture is divided into rows and columns and the transi
tion between dark~i.e., the background! and light is detected
together with the light intensity of each pixel. This informa-
tion on the border position and pixel intensity is used to de-
termine the 2-D position of the geometric centroid of the
marker. Also, to avoid possible incorrect spot detection, only
light spots within a user-defined size are accepted. This allow
the processor to reject both too large light spots~due to
sources different from the laser beam! and too small spots
~probably due to noise sources!.

To compute the 3-D position of the light spot, the cameras
must be linearized and calibrated. The purpose of the calibra
tion procedure is to determine the location and orientation o
each camera in use with respect to the working volume
whereas linearization is done to correct the nonlinearities o
camera components, such as optical nonlinearities that are d
to lens distortion. The calibration procedure performed by the
Qualisys software records the positions of four reflective
markers put on a specially designedL-shaped rigid matrix and
a pair of markers attached at the extremities of a wand ran
domly moved inside the working volume. During the calibra-
tion, theL-shaped matrix is maintained static and is used to
set the position of thex-y-z Cartesian axes in the working
volume. The distance between the two wand markers dete
mines the scaling of the reference coordinate system. Befor
starting the calibration, the user must provide the system with
the real position of the four static markers and the wand
length. The calibration utility operates on the information pro-
vided by the distance of the moving marker pair and the lo-
cations of the four static markers to determine the location
and orientation of each camera. Because the calibration utilit
makes no assumptions about a camera’s orientation, there a
no restrictions on the actual implementation. By adjusting the
lens, focus, and position of the cameras relative to the objec
it is possible to use the same device to scan objects of differ
ent sizes, from a minimum calibration volume of about 20
320320 cm3 to the total body. The calibration procedure is
completed after approximately 30 s.

2.2 Registration of Multiple Scans of an Object
To obtain a complete digitization of the object’s surface, often
multiple scans from different viewpoints are required. This is
because the scanning device can acquire only part of the o
ject at a time and/or the object itself may shadow the lase
beam reflected from the scanned surface. During the registra
tion process, the multiple scans of the same object are tran
formed from the different local coordinate systems to a single
coordinate system. The goal of this registration process is t
find the best rigid transformationT that transforms the pointp
from view P in the corresponding pointq from view Q ~p and
q represent the same surface point!.

In this study, the object is put on a turntable in front of the
two stationary cameras. Then, the turntable is progressivel
rotated by a known rotation anglea to obtain multiple scans
of the object at different viewing angles. In this way, the
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transformationT corresponds to a simple rotation matrix d
fined by the rotation anglea about the rotation axis of the
turntable.

3 The Reconstruction Algorithm
At the end of the scanning and registration procedures, a
of 3-D coordinates of the different points,di5$xi ,yi ,zi%
PR3 on the surfaceSo of the object is obtained. The datas
D5$d1 ,...,dn% consists of completely unstructured data.
this study, the original surfaceSo of the object is recon-
structed by means of a triangular mesh modelM. The trian-
gular meshM approximating the surfaceSo is obtained
through an adaptive deformation of a geometric deforma
model.

During the past few decades, geometric deformable m
els have been extensively used in the reconstruction of
free-form surfaces and 2-D contours~for a comprehensive
review on geometric deformable models, see Ref. 3!. In all
these approaches, the model is iteratively deformed unt
minimizes an energy function, which contains particular
formation corresponding to the surface to be fitted. Compu
tional difficulties, nonstable solutions, and nonconverge
are the problems that may be encountered in the minimiza
of the energy function. Within the framework of geometr
deformable models, Miller et al.,4 Williams and Shah,5 and
Bulpitt and Efford6 proposed a simpler algorithm to fit th
model to 3-D surfaces. In their approach, each vertex of
model moves toward a new position that minimizes its ene
locally and independently from the neighboring vertices, th
achieving a more favorable computational complexity.

Our approach is similar to those described in Refs. 4–6
the sense that it is based on the deformation of a geome
model but instead of minimizing an energy function, it min
mizes an error function. At each iteration, the geomet
model is deformed and resampled in a way that locally mi
mizes an error function, which gives a quantitative estimate
the accuracy of the reconstruction. The error function is u
here to obtain a nonuniform triangular meshM characterized
by a greater density of triangles right in those regions of
surface with a higher spatial frequency content.

The algorithm here described was developed for the rec
struction of closed surfaces of genus zero, as is the case o
canal impressions. By simply changing the shape of the g
metric model, as shown in Ref. 1, the proposed method ca
generalized for use with open surfaces. The reconstructio
performed in three phases.

3.1 First Phase—Coarse Approximation of Surface So

During the first phase, a regular geometric model—
icosahedron—is put inside the volume defined by the ra
dataD. The icosahedron is then expanded iteratively until
its vertices reach the boundary of the surfaceSo in a way that
any further expansion would bring its vertices outside t
range data. At each iteration, the expansion is obtained
moving each vertex of a fixed amount—step—along the ver-
tex normal, which is the direction given by the vector sum
the normals of the triangles to which the vertex belongs. T
effect obtained on the entire geometric model by this def
mation is similar to that of an inflating balloon. The numb
of iterative expansions that each vertex is allowed to perfo
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 837
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Tognola et al.
depends on how many points of the range dataD fall into its
neighborhood at each iteration. The vertex neighborhood i
defined here as a sphereSd of diameterd centered at the
vertex, where the value ofd is set approximately equal to the
average spatial density of the range dataD. If at the iteration
i 11 the number of points ofD falling into Sd is equal to or
greater than the number of points found at iterationi, the
vertex model is truly approaching the surface boundary an
its new position is retained as valid. If this condition is not
satisfied, the new position is not accepted and the vertex re
mains at the old position assumed at iterationi. At each itera-
tion, the vertex can move along its normal of astep,d.

Once the icosahedron has reached its maximum expansio
it is uniformly resampled; each triangular face is divided into
four faces by connecting the midpoints of its edges. This is
because the icosahedron has an insufficient number of vertic
to properly describe the range data, which usually consist of
very high number of points. Usually, two or three global re-
samplings of the original icosahedron are enough to achiev
an initial coarse approximation of the surfaceSo , while lim-
iting the computational time headed to deform the resample
model. At each global resampling step, the added vertices a
again moved closer to the range data along their vertex no
mals using the same sphereSd of diameterd as described
before. This procedure gives at the end of the first phase
meshM1 that is a coarse approximation of the target surface
So .

3.2 Second Phase—Mesh Refinement
During the second phase, the meshM1 is locally resampled to
obtain a meshM2 that is richer in details where higher spatial
frequencies are present. This nonuniform resampling is ob
tained by introducing new vertices in those triangles of the
meshM1 having a relatively higher local approximation error.
This error is the distance between the target surfaceSo and the
surface represented by the meshM1 . Local resampling takes
place at a triangle if its distance from the surface exceeds
predefined threshold value.

Given a pointp and a surfaceS, the distancee(p,S) is
defined as7

e~p,S!5min@d~p,p8!#, ~1!

where p8PS and d(d) is the 3-D Euclidean distance be-
tween the two pointsp and p8. The errorE between two
surfacesS1 andS2 can be defined as:7

E~S1 ,S2!5max@e~p,S2!#, ~2!

wherepPS1 .
In our case, for each trianglet i( i 51,...,m) of the triangular

mesh M1 we compute the errorsEti
before(t i ,So) and

Eti
after(t i ,So) between the trianglet i and the surfaceSo ~here

modeled by the range data! before and after the local resam-
pling of t i . To compute the errorEti

after(t i ,So) after the local

resampling oft i , the added vertices are moved closer to the
range data using the same sphereSd of diameterd and the
procedure described in the first phase. The resampling is con
sidered valid if the variation
838 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
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of the local error is greater than a threshold valueDEth ; i.e.,
when the resampling produces a local significant impro
ment of the accuracy of the reconstruction. At each local
sampling step, the resulting mesh is retriangulated to main
a correct connection. The refinement process ofM1 is stopped
when there are no more triangles to be resampled. The re
of the refinement phase is a nonuniform triangular meshM2 .

3.3 Third Phase—Mesh Smoothing
To further improve the quality of the reconstruction, the me
M2 is filtered with the iterative low-pass filter proposed b
Taubin.8 In contrast to the classical Gaussian filter, Taubi
filter does not produce shrinkage of the mesh.

Briefly, if x5(x1 ,...,xn) t is a discrete surface signal de
fined on the vertices of a polyhedral surface~such as a trian-
gular mesh!, the discrete Laplacian is defined as

Dxi5 (
j P i*

wi j ~xj2xi !, ~3!

wherei * is a set of indices of vertices belonging to the neig
borhood of the vertexv i and the weightswi j are equal to the
inverse of the number of neighbors1/u i * u of vertex v i for
each elementj of i * . In the case of a triangular mesh, th
neighborhood of the vertexv i is the set of all the verticesv j

sharing one edge withv i .
In the classical spatial low-pass Gaussian filter, the n

valuexi8 of the discrete surface after filtering is computed

xi85xi1lDxi , ~4!

where 0,l,1 is a scale factor. In this case the transfer fun
tion of the filter is f (k)512lk. In the filter proposed by
Taubin,8 after performing the Gaussian filter of Eq.~4! with a
positive scale factorl—the shrinking step—for all vertices o
the triangular mesh, another similar step—the unshrink
step—is performed using a negative scale factorm ~with
m,2l!:

xi95xi81mDxi . ~5!

It can be demonstrated8 that this smoothing procedure co
responds to the transfer functionf (k)5(12lk)(12mk).
The passband frequencykPB , such thatf (kPB)51, is

kPB5
1

l
1

1

m
.0. ~6!

The filter can be iteratedN times. In that case, the pass
band region still extends fromk50 to k5kPB where f (k)N

'1. For k greater thankPB , the transfer function decreases
zero. The rate of decrease is controlled by the number
iterationsN. To implement the filter, first it is necessary t
chose a value forkPB , l, and N. The value form can be
derived from Eq.~6!. To minimize the number of iterationsN,
l must be chosen as large as possible, while keepingu f (k)u
,1 for k.kPB . It can be demonstrated that this constraint
achieved when:9
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Fig. 2 Graph of the transfer function f(k)N5@ (12mk)(12lk)#N for
different values of the parameter l=$0.3,0.5,0.6307,0.8%. In all cases,
the pass-band frequency kPB was set equal to 0.1 and the number of
iterations was N550. The value l lim was equal to 0.6996 [as calcu-
lated from Eq. (7)]. Note that the greater the value of l, the steeper the
transition band of the filter. For l.l lim , such as for example with
l=0.8, the filter becomes unstable. In particular, in the proposed mesh
reconstruction algorithm (see Sec. 3.3), we used l=0.6307.
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As an example, Fig. 2 shows how different choices of the
parameterl influence the transfer functionf (k)N of the re-
sulting filter.

While filtering, the vertices are moved without changing
the connectivity, the number of vertices and triangles of the
mesh. As stated before, the number of iterations and the va
ues of parameters of the filter affect the bandwidth of the
filter. To obtain a stable filter, without elongations and ripples
in the bandwidth of the transfer function, we used the param
eter values originally suggested by Taubin,8 i.e., l50.6307
and kPB50.1. At the end of the filtering process, a new
smoothed meshM3 is obtained.

4 Results
4.1 Estimation of the System Acquisition Noise and
Spatial Resolution During Laser Scanning
All the measurements described in this paper were done usin
a calibration volume of 30330330 cm3 and standard Cosmi-
car 8.5-mm lenses for the cameras, with a horizontal field o
view of 39 deg.

In a first set of experiments, a static laser spot was shine
on a reference plane and the three coordinates of such
steady and elementary point were repeatedly registered
60-Hz frame rates~a standard value for the cameras!, for a
total of 32,000 repeated measurements of the laser spot. Th
standard deviations of the registered 3-D coordinates of th
measured point were 13.9, 11.5, and 10.6mm in thex, y, and
z directions, respectively, whereas the system’s resolution wa
Dx5Dy5Dz59.33mm and the measurement repeatability
was;50 mm. This repeatability level was estimated by con-
sidering that the system noise is observed in a band of64
levels ~9.33 mm each! with an approximately triangular sta-
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tistical distribution. The root mean square~rms! noise and the
system resolution increase or decrease linearly with the
of the calibration volume; therefore measurement noise is
sentially limited by quantization noise.

As a further experiment to determine the performance
the scanning device, two reference solid spheres of diffe
diameters were used. In this case a portion of the solid sur
was scanned and acquired. From the registered 3-D ra
data, the best-fit theoretical sphere was calculated with a le
squares procedure minimizing the average distance betw
the fitting sphere and the experimental points. First a so
sphere of radius 29.49460.018 mm, as measured from 2
repeated measurements by a 50-mm resolution caliper, was
scanned and acquired. Ten repeated acquisitions of the o
were performed~each acquisition consisted of about 350
points obtained from laser scanning the sphere! and the radius
of the best-fit sphere was calculated for each acquisition.
average value of the radius was 29.484 mm with 0.009 m
statistical uncertainty, resulting in good compatibility(k51
coverage factor! with the corresponding mechanical measu
ment. The acquisition noise for this 30-mm-radius sphere w
almost identical in all the 10 repeated measurements
equal to;170 mm ~169 mm as calculated!.

The second solid sphere had a radius of 11.13360.016
mm, again measured from 20 repeated measurements b
same 50-mm resolution caliper. The dimension of this sol
sphere was similar to the typical dimension of an ear ca
The radius of the best-fit sphere on the scanned and acqu
points was calculated from 10 repeated acquisitions of
object. An average value of 11.147 mm with 0.016-mm s
tistical uncertainty was obtained, resulting again in good co
patibility (k51 coverage factor! with the corresponding me
chanical measurement. Also in this case, the acquisition n
for this 11-mm-radius sphere was almost identical in all
repeated measurements and equal to;170 mm ~171 mm as
calculated!.

In all the experiments, the acquisition noise was found
be normally distributed at the significance levela50.01
~Lilliefors test, p50.1078).

4.2 Acquisition and Reconstruction of Real Ear Canal
Impressions
The proposed reconstruction algorithm was tested on a var
of surfaces scanned and acquired by the system describe
Sec. 2~for examples, see Refs. 1 and 10–12!. Here, results
obtained from the acquisition and reconstruction of 4 of t
10 real ear canal impressions used as test material are
sented.

In particular, Fig. 3~b! shows the set of unorganized rang
data obtained by 3-D scanning of an ear canal impression w
our laser scanning system, whereas Fig. 3~c! shows the mesh
obtained after the expansion and uniform resampling of
icosahedron of Fig. 3~a!. This mesh is an initial, gross ap
proximation of the original surfaceSo . The reconstruction of
spatial details ofSo is achieved at the end of the secon
phase. The triangular mesh of the final reconstructed sur
of Fig. 3~d! was obtained after local resampling~second
phase! and smoothing~third phase! of the previous mesh. As
a result of the local refinement procedure, the mesh in F
3~d! has a greater density of triangles in those regions w
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 839
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Fig. 3 Pictorial representation of the main phases of the reconstruc-
tion algorithm. (a) Each vertex of the geometric model—an
icosahedron—is moved toward those points of the range data that fall
inside its sphere of neighborhood Sd . (b) The range data used in this
example, as obtained by laser scanning the surface of an ear canal
impression. (c) The geometric model at its maximal expansion and
after three global resamplings (first phase). (d) The final reconstructed
model after local resampling (second phase) and smoothing (third
phase). For details on the reconstruction algorithm, see Sec. 3.
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richer spatial details. The acquisition of the range data of F
3~b!, consisting of about 5700 points, took about 2 min for t
manual scanning and comparatively negligible time~less than
45 s! for surface reconstruction.

Figure 4 and Fig. 5 show three other examples of the
quisition and reconstruction of real ear impressions.

4.3 Quantitative Estimation of Reconstruction
Accuracy
To give a quantitative measure of the accuracy of the p
posed reconstruction algorithm, a test surface resembling
shape and the dimensions of a typical ear canal impres
was artificially generated at the computer. This artificial s
face was sampled at a density similar to that achieved du
a real acquisition. A Gaussian white noise of rms amplitu
ranging from 0.170 mm~i.e., equal to the noise level obtaine
during a typical acquisition session with the proposed equ
ment! up to 1 mm was added to thex, y, z coordinates of the
vertices of the original test surface. These noisy range d
were fed to the reconstruction algorithm and the surface t
reconstructed was compared with the original test surface
an example, Fig. 6~a! shows the original synthetic test surfac
Fig. 6~b! the noisy range data that correspond to an added
noise of 170mm, Fig. 6~c! the 3-D solid representation of th
noisy version of the test surface, and Fig. 6~d! the recon-
structed surface obtained by processing the noisy range
with the proposed algorithm.

To quantitatively estimate the accuracy of the reconstr
tion, the point-to-point reconstruction errorE between the
original test surface and the reconstructed surface was c
puted using Eqs.~1! and~2!. Because the original test surfac
is orientable, we were able to compute a signed reconstruc
error E, whereE is positive if the reconstructed surface lo
cally falls outside the original test surface and negative oth
wise.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the reconstruction er
E between the original test surface~i.e., the noiseless surface!
and the reconstructed surface at the different levels of
added noise. In all four tested conditions, the errorE had a
zero-mean distribution, thus indicating that no bias was int
duced by the reconstruction algorithm. Also, the higher
level of the added noise, the wider the distribution ofE ~i.e.,
the greater the standard deviation of the distribution!.

The results illustrated in Fig. 8 indicate that the rms va
of the errorE was obviously increasing for increasing valu
of the added noise, but that it remained significantly low
than the rms value of the noise added to the original t
surface. In other words, this means that the reconstruc
algorithm was able not only to produce a surface prope
fitted to the test surface but also to achieve an improvemen
the quality of the reconstructed surface. In particular, at
noise level equal to that obtained during a typical acquisit
session~see the results of test 1 in Fig. 8!, the error between
the reconstructed and the original surface was equal to 0
mm, whereas the added rms noise was 0.170 mm. In this c
a .50% noise reduction was thus obtained.

5 Conclusions
We have proposed a new approach for the design of cust
made hearing aid shells. The approach is based on the a
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Fig. 4 (a) The original ear canal impression (18314322 mm3). (b)
Cloud of acquired points (unorganized range data) obtained by laser
scanning the surface of the impression. (c) The final reconstructed
surface (wireframe representation). (d) Solid representation of the re-
constructed surface shown in (c).
Jo
sition and reconstruction of the surface of ear canal impr
sions. The whole system is based on direct acquisition of d
by laser spot scanning and effective image processing, by
panding and adaptively fitting a regular geometric model,
reconstructing a surface. Different acquisition experime
showed that the scanning equipment has an estimated re
tion ,10 mm, a repeatability,50 mm, and an acquisition
noise of;170 mm ~rms value!.

The proposed reconstruction algorithm is adaptive in
sense that the resulting triangular mesh locally minimizes
approximation error function, giving a quantitative estimate
the accuracy of the reconstruction. In this way, it is possible
obtain a nonuniform triangular mesh with a greater density
triangles only in those regions richer in spatial details.
such, the proposed approach overcomes all the problem
lated to the manipulation and storage of redundant and v
dense triangular meshes. Typically, huge triangular mes
need to be simplified to achieve a reduction of poin
memory saving, and computational time, while maintaining
given accuracy in the reconstruction~for a survey of mesh
simplification methods, see Ref. 13!.

When considering real ear canal impressions, the propo
algorithm was able to reconstruct very accurate surfa
showing all the typical anatomical dips and ridges of the r
scanned surface. Also, simulations with a synthetic test
face with a shape and dimension similar to a real ear ca
impression provided good evidence of the robustness to n
of the proposed reconstruction algorithm, achieving a sign
cant improvement~.50%! between the noisy and the recon
structed surfaces. In particular, the reconstruction error
tained during simulations with levels of noise equal to tho
achieved during a typical acquisition session~;170mm! was
only ;80 mm.

The proposed system exhibits several advantages with
spect to the current manufacturing procedure for the fabr
tion of hearing aid shells: It is no longer necessary to u
postimpression processes because the digitally reconstru
impression can be fed directly to ad hoc CAD/CAM 3-
printing machines, thus achieving a better and quantifia

Fig. 5 (a)–(b) Original ear canal impressions; (c)–(d) the final recon-
structed surfaces of the impressions shown in (a) and (b).
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 841
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Fig. 6 Simulations with the test surface. (a) The original test surface
(synthesized surface) with a shape and dimensions similar to these of
a real ear canal impression. (b) The noisy range data obtained by
adding a Gaussian noise of 0.177 mm (rms value) to the coordinates
of the vertices of the original test surface in (a). (c) A solid represen-
tation of the noisy surface. (d) The reconstructed surface obtained with
the proposed algorithm by processing the noisy range data in (b).
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accuracy in obtaining an exact replica of the ear canal. A
the entire shell fabrication process would become extrem
repeatable and less time-consuming.

In addition, this kind of digital storage of the ear can
impression allows simple and reliable copying or transmiss
of the model; quality control of the 3-D printing machine~by
comparing the 3-D model of the shell with a 3-D scan of t

Fig. 7 Estimation of reconstruction accuracy. Histogram distribution
of the point-to-point reconstruction error E between the original sur-
face and the reconstructed surface at the four tested noise levels of (a)
0.177 mm, (b) 0.250 mm, (c) 0.500 mm, and (d) 1 mm.

Fig. 8 Estimation of reconstruction accuracy. The two curves show
the rms amplitude of the noise added to the original test surface
(squares) and the rms reconstruction error (triangles) in the four tested
conditions. In particular, the rms reconstruction error was measured
from the distributions shown in Fig. 7.
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Design of Hearing Aid Shells . . .
printed shell!; quantitative analysis of the fitting of the shell
~by comparing the digitized version of the ear canal with a
3-D scanned version of the printed shell!; and optimal place-
ment of the electronic module into the 3-D model of the shell
to optimize the acoustical features of the hearing aid.
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